
With a durable steel rod frame and curved 
lines that contour the body, Max-Stacker III  
offers proven performance and durability in 
a stackable chair suited for any environment. 
With a wide range of colors and finishes, 
Max-Stacker III seamlessly integrates with 
today’s Steelcase furniture for a cohesive 
design aesthetic in the workplace. 

Max-Stacker® III
Seating
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Seat height 17 1∕2"

Seat depth 16 3∕4"

Seat width 18 1∕4"

Overall height 30 1∕4"

Overall depth 21 1∕2"

Overall width 20"

Tablet depth 12 1∕2"

Tablet width 11 3∕8"

Bookrack depth 16"

Bookrack width 18"

FEATURES + ADJUSTABILITY

 • Stacks 45 high on a dolly and 12 high  
on the floor

 • Refined surface texture on seat and back

 • Can be ordered with left- or right-hand tablet 
arm and/or bookrack; chairs with these options 
cannot be stacked

 • Alignment device available to link chairs 
together temporarily in the field for evenly 
spaced rows; spacing between linked chairs 
is 2 1⁄4"

 • Clear plastic glides or soft glides available 
for hard flooring

 • Storage/transport dolly available

Max-Stacker III Max-Stacker III  
with tablet arm 

Max-Stacker III  
with bookrack

Max-Stacker III  
with tablet arm 
and bookrack

For the most updated surface materials information, please visit the 
Finish Library at Steelcase.com/finishlibrary.

STATEMENT OF LINE DIMENSIONS

SURFACE MATERIALSSUSTAINABILITY

At its heart, sustainability at Steelcase is about people. It’s about creating 
and supporting the economic, environmental and social conditions that 
allow people and communities to reach their full potential.

Research and insights direct our path. It’s not only about creating 
goods, it’s about creating good. It’s not only about creating value, it’s 
about living our values. It’s not just about reducing our footprint, it’s about 
expanding our reach. It’s about creating lasting and meaningful change to 
enable the long-term wellbeing of current and future generations.

Innovative products and solutions result. In the development of our 
products, we work to consider each stage of the life cycle: from materials 
extraction, production, transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life. We 
demonstrate performance through third-party verified certifications and 
voluntary product declarations.

Steelcase’s sustainability promises, actions and results are communicated 
in an annual Corporate Sustainability Report.

https://www.steelcase.com/resources/surface-materials/

